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Graduation Party Invitations for School Graduation Parties

For high school students going to college or college graduates moving on to their masters, this can be a
great theme. Consider decorating the party graduation location with items symbolizing the major your son
or daughter is pursuing.

June 8, 2009 - PRLog -- Graduation Party Invitations 

Whether your son or daughter has just finished high school or college, sending out those unique graduation
party invitations, http://www.announcements-shoppe.com/graduation/ is probably going to be one of the
proudest moments in your life. After all, nothing is more important to your child's future than a good
education and completing this milestone is a step in the right direction. For that reason, you'll want to make
sure those graduation party invites will be bringing guests to a great event. One of the first steps in the
planning process should be choosing a theme and making sure that theme is evident in those graduation
invitations.

School Colors & Graduation Party Invitation 

If you want a fairly simple theme, consider using your child's school colors. Almost every high school and
college has its own school colors and these can be easily blended to create a wonderful, consistent theme
throughout the celebration. For example, if your child's school colors were blue and gray you could have
purchase balloons, plates, cups, napkins, and other items in both colors then mix and match them
throughout the party location to weave the colors together. You could also have the graduation cake
decorated in both colors and maybe even topped with the school mascot. Obviously, the high school party
invitations should also consist of both blue and gray, too.

Reflection & Printed Graduation Party Cards 

Some people may remember the show "This is Your Life." On the show, important people from a person's
life were brought out to talk about some of their favorite memories with the guest of honor. You could
recreate a similar theme in your child's graduation party. Create a slideshow of photos from throughout his
or her life. Invite friends, teachers, and others from your child's past and ask them to share some stories
about the good times. For the photo graduation invitations, consider using an old photograph of your son or
daughter, possibly taken when they were just starting their school career.

Heading to College & Personalized Graduation Party Invitations, 
http://www.graduationcardsshop.com/party_open_house_invit...    

For high school students going to college or college graduates moving on to their masters, this can be a
great theme. Consider decorating the party graduation location with items symbolizing the major your son
or daughter is pursuing. You could also use textbooks as decorations - these can be purchased cheaply
through online auction sites. The invitations graduation should be in a similar theme as well. 

One difference is that all of the guests should give gifts that will help your son or daughter at the next stage
of their academic career. For example, guests might choose to gift lamps or other dorm furnishings, gift
cards for gasoline or home decorations, or even cash that can be used for textbooks and expenses during
that first year. You may want to keep a list of the items your son or daughter is going to need so you can
offer suggestions to guests. Make sure you mention the gift theme on the printed graduation party
invitations, http://www.announcements-shoppe.com/  
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Other graduation topics of interest include graduation invitations and Graduation Announcements, 
http://www.cardsshoppe.com/graduation-announcements/ for high school graduation, college graduation
and kindergarten preschool graduation.

# # #

Sarah Porter have written about Printed Graduation Party Invitations, Personalized Party Invitations
Graduation, Unique School Graduation Announcements, Free Announcements Graduation College, Custom
Graduation Thank You Cards and more for http://www.graduationcardsshop.com
http://www.cardsshoppe.com http://www.express-invitations.com and
http://www.announcements-shoppe.com
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